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Abstract

This paper applies Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle to the
time optimal control of differential drive mobile robots with
velocity bounds. The Maximum Principle gives necessary
conditions for time optimality.Extremal trajectoriesare
those which satisfy these conditions, and are thus a su-
perset of the time optimal trajectories. The paper derives
a compact geometrical structure for extremal trajectories
and shows that extremal trajectories are always composed
of rotations about the robot center and straight line mo-
tions. Further necessary conditions are obtained, and sym-
metry classes are identified.

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on the application of Pontryagin’s Max-
imum Principle to the time optimal control of diff drive
mobile robots with velocity bounds. Adiff drive robot
has two independently driven coaxial wheels. Byveloc-
ity bounds,we mean that the wheel velocities are bounded,
but there are no bounds on wheel acceleration. In fact, dis-
continuities in wheel velocity are allowed.

Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle yields conditions that
are necessary but not sufficient for time optimal trajectory.
Hence the trajectories that satisfy the Maximum Principle
are calledextremaltrajectories, and are a superset of the
time optimal trajectories. The Maximum Principle pro-
vides a compact geometrical description of the extremal
trajectories, and thus gives us a tool for enumerating and
exploring time optimal trajectories. Figure 1 shows two of
the six different extremal types.

1.1 Previous Work

Although this paper is self-contained, readers interested in
the broader issue of time optimal paths should probably

Figure 1: Two extremals:zigzag rightand tangent CW.
Other extremal types arezigzag left, tangent CCW, and
turning in place:CW andCCW. Straight lines are special
cases of zigzags or tangents.

begin with our companion paper [1].

There appears to be no previous work on time-optimal
control of the bounded velocity diff drive robot, but the
techniques employed here are a straightforward extension
of the techniques developed for steered vehicles [6, 2, 5, 4].

2 Assumptions, definitions, notation

The state of the robot isq = (x, y, θ), where the robot
reference point(x, y) is centered between the wheels, and
the robot directionθ is 0 when the robot is facing along
thex-axis, and increases in the counterclockwise direction
(Figure 2). The robot’s velocity in the forward direction
is v and its angular velocity isω. The robot’s width is2b.
The wheel angular velocities areωl andωr. With suitable
choices of units we obtain

v =
1
2

(ωl + ωr) (1)
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Figure 2: Notation
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Figure 3: Bounds on(ωl, ωr)

ω =
1
2b

(ωr − ωl) (2)

and

ωl = v − bω (3)

ωr = v + bω (4)

The robot is a system with control inputw(t) =
(ωl(t), ωr(t)) and outputq(t). Admissible controls are
bounded Lebesgue measurable functions from time inter-
val [0, T ] to the closed boxW = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] (see
Figure 3).

It follows immediately thatv(t) andω(t) are measurable
functions defined on the same interval. Given initial con-
ditionsqs = (xs, ys, θs) the path of the robot is given by

θ(t) = θs +
∫ t

0

ω (5)

x(t) = xs +
∫ t

0

v cos(θ) (6)

y(t) = ys +
∫ t

0

v sin(θ) (7)

It follows thatθ, x, y, ands are continuous, that their time

derivatives exist almost everywhere, and that

θ̇ = ω a.e. (8)

ṡ = v a.e. (9)

ẋ = v cos(θ) a.e. (10)

ẏ = v sin(θ) a.e. (11)

We also need a notation for trajectories. Later sections
show that extremal trajectories are composed of straight
lines and turns about the robot’s center. We will represent
forward by ⇑, backwardby ⇓, left turn by x, and right
turn by y. Thus the trajectoryx⇑x can be read “left
forward left”. When necessary, a subscript will indicate
the distance or angle traveled.

3 Controllability

Before applying Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle to de-
rive necessary conditions on optimal trajectories, we must
show that trajectories exist for any given pair of start and
goal states (controllability) and then that time optimal tra-
jectories exist for any given pair of start and goal states.

To prove controllability we combine Equations 1, 2, 8,
10, and 11 to obtain ẋ

ẏ

θ̇

 = ωlfl + ωrfr (12)

wherefl andfr are the vector fields corresponding to the
left and right wheels:

fl =

 1
2 cos θ
1
2 sin θ
− 1

2b

 (13)

fr =

 1
2 cos θ
1
2 sin θ

1
2b

 (14)

Vector field fl corresponds to turning about a center lo-
cated under the right wheel, andfr corresponds to turning
about a center located under the left wheel.

We construct a third vector field which is the Lie bracket
of fl andfr:

fLie = [fl, fr] = Dfr fl −Dfl fr (15)

whereDf is the Jacobian matrix, obtained by taking par-
tials of the fieldf with respect to the three state variables.
Expanding these Jacobians and simplifying:

fLie =

 1
2b sin θ
− 1

2b cos θ
0

 (16)



This third vector field corresponds to an infinitesimal par-
allel parking maneuver of the robot, translating the robot
to its right. For nonzerob it is readily observed that the
three vector fields are linearly independent, satisfying the
Lie Algebra Rank Condition. The diff drive robot is also
symmetric, meaning that an admissible trajectory with time
reversed yields an admissible trajectory. It follows from
Theorem 2 of Sussman and Tang [6] that the bounded ve-
locity diff drive robot is globally controllable,i.e. that ad-
missible trajectories exist for every pair of start and goal
configurations.

4 Existence of optimal trajectories.

Theorem 1 For any given start and goal configuration of
a bounded velocity diff drive in the plane without obstacles,
there is a time optimal control.

Proof: Theorem 6 of Sussman and Tang [6] gives condi-
tions sufficient for the existence of time optimal controls.
For our case the conditions are:

• the system state variableq = (x, y, θ) takes values in
an open subset of a differentiable manifold;

• the vector fieldsfl andfr are locally Lipschitz;

• the inputw = (ωl, ωr) takes values in a compact con-
vex subset ofR2;

• the admissible controls are measurable functions on
compact subintervals ofR;

• for every start state and every control over some time
interval, there is a trajectory starting at the start state,
and defined over the whole interval.

The conditions are readily verified for the bounded velocity
diff drive, and we know from Section 3 that trajectories
exist for every pair of given start and goal states. It follows
that time optimal controls exist for every given start and
goal state. QED.

5 Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle.
Extremal controls.

This section uses Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle [3] to
derive necessary conditions for time optimal trajectories of
the bounded velocity diff drive robot. The robot system is
described by

q̇ =

 ẋ
ẏ

θ̇

 =

 1
2 (ωl + ωr) cos(θ)
1
2 (ωl + ωr) sin(θ)

1
2b (ωr − ωl)

 (17)

where our input is

w =
(

ωl
ωr

)
∈W

Defineλ to be anR3-valued function of time called the
adjoint vector:

λ(t) =

 λ1(t)
λ2(t)
λ3(t)


LetH : R3 × SE3 ×W 7→ R be theHamiltonian:

H(λ, q, w) =< λ, ωlfl + ωrfr >

where fl and fr are the vector fields defined by Equa-
tions 13 and 14.

The maximum principle states that for a controlw(t) to
be optimal, it isnecessarythat there exist a nontrivial (not
identically zero) adjoint vectorλ(t) satisfying theadjoint
equation:

λ̇ = − ∂

∂q
H (18)

while the controlw(t) minimizes the Hamiltonian at every
t:

H(λ, q, w) = min
z∈W

H(λ, q, z) = λ0. (19)

with λ0 ≥ 0. Equation 18 is called theadjoint equation
and Equation 19 is called theminimization equation.

For the bounded velocity diff drive, the adjoint equation
gives

λ̇ = − ∂

∂q
< λ, ωlfl + ωrfr > (20)

=
ωl + ωr

2

 0
0

λ1 sin θ − λ2 cos θ

 (21)

Fortunately these equations can be integrated to obtain an
expression for the adjoint vector. First we observe thatλ1

andλ2 are constant and definec1 andc2 accordingly

λ1(t) = c1 (22)

λ2(t) = c2 (23)

Forλ3 we have the equation

λ̇3 =
ωl + ωr

2
(λ1 sin θ − λ2 cos θ) (24)

But we can substitute from Equations 1, 10, and 11 to ob-
tain

λ̇3 = c1ẏ − c2ẋ (25)



which is integrated to obtain the solution forλ3:

λ3 = c1y − c2x+ c3 (26)

wherec3 is our third and final integration constant. It will
be convenient in the rest of the paper to define a functionη
of x andy:

η(x, y) = c1y − c2x+ c3 (27)

So then the adjoint equation is satisfied by

λ =

 c1
c2

η(x, y)

 (28)

for anyc1, c2, c3 not all equal to zero.

Let the η-line to be the line of points(x, y) satisfying
η(x, y) = 0, and note thatη(x, y) gives a scaled directed
distance of a point(x, y) from theη-line. Let theright half
planebe the points satisfying

αx+ βy + γ > 0 (29)

and let theleft half planebe the points satisfying

αx+ βy + γ < 0 (30)

We also define a direction for theη-line consistent with our
the choice of “left” and “right” for the half planes.

The minimization equation 19 can be rewritten

ωlφl + ωrφr = min
zl,zr

zlφl + zrφr (31)

whereφl andφr are defined to be the twoswitching func-
tions:

φl = < λ, fl > (32)

=

 c1
c2

η(x, y, θ)

 ·
 1

2 cos θ
1
2 sin θ
− 1

2b

 (33)

= − 1
2b
η(x+ b sin θ, y − b cos θ) (34)

φr = < λ, fr > (35)

=

 c1
c2

η(x, y, θ)

 ·
 1

2 cos θ
1
2 sin θ

1
2b

 (36)

=
1
2b
η(x− b sin θ, y + b cos θ) (37)

Note that the wheels’ coordinates can be written(
xl
yl

)
=

(
x− b sin θ
y + b cos θ

)
(38)(

xr
yr

)
=

(
x+ b sin θ
y − b cos θ

)
(39)

so the switching functions can be written

φl = − 1
2b
η(xr, yr) (40)

φr =
1
2b
η(xl, yl) (41)

Now the minimization equation says that if the controls
ωl, ωr are optimal then they minimize the Hamiltonian
H = ωlφl + ωrφr which implies the optimal controls can
be expressed

ωl

 = 1 if η(xr, yr) > 0
∈ [−1, 1] if η(xr, yr) = 0
= −1 if η(xr, yr) < 0

(42)

ωr

 = 1 if η(xl, yl) < 0
∈ [−1, 1] if η(xl, yl) = 0
= −1 if η(xl, yl) > 0

(43)

These have a geometrical interpretation. We can restate
Equations 42 and 43 as:

ωl

 = 1 if right wheel∈ right half plane
∈ [−1, 1] if right wheel∈ η-line
= −1 if right wheel∈ left half plane

(44)

ωr

 = 1 if left wheel∈ left half plane
∈ [−1, 1] if left wheel∈ η-line
= −1 if left wheel∈ right half plane

(45)

If c1 = c2 = 0, then theη-line is at infinity, and the entire
plane is the left half plane or the right half plane, depending
on the sign ofc3. (Recall that all three integration constants
cannot be simultaneously zero.)

The location of theη-line depends on the apparently ar-
bitrary integration constants. The maximum principle does
not give the location of the line; it merely says that if we
have an optimal control then the line exists and the optimal
control must conform to the equations above. The question
that naturally arises is how to locate the line properly, given
the start and goal configurations of the robot. There seems
to be no direct way of doing so. Rather, we must use other
means to identify the extremal trajectory.

The behavior of the robot falls into one of the following
cases (Figure 1):

• CCWand CW: If the robot is in the left half plane
and out of reach of theη-line, it turns in the counter-
clockwise direction (CCW). CWis similar.

• TCCWandTCW(Tangent CCW and Tangent CW). If
the robot is in the left half plane, but close enough that
a circumscribed circle is tangent to theη-line, then
the robot may either roll straight along the line, or it
may turn through any positive multiple ofπ. TCWis
similar.



• ZR and ZL: If the circumscribed circle crosses the
η-line, then a zigzag behavior occurs. The robot
rolls straight in theη-line’s direction until one wheel
crosses. It then turns until the other wheel crosses,
and then goes straight again. There are two non-
degenerate patterns:. . . ⇑x⇓y . . . called zigzag
right ZR, and. . . ⇑y⇓x . . . calledzigzag leftZL.

Every nontrivial time-optimal control must fall in one of
the above cases. However, the converse is definitely not
true—not every trajectory conforming to the cases above
is optimal. To keep the distinction clear, we refer to trajec-
tories satisfying Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle asex-
tremal, and we note that the time-optimal trajectories are a
subset of the extremal trajectories.

6 Further necessary conditions.
Symmetries. Enumeration.

We note above that not all extremals are optimal. For ex-
ample, a robot turning in place for several revolutions is
not time optimal. Further, a zigzag of a hundred segments
is not optimal. In fact, it can be shown that the magnitudes
of all the turns of an optimal trajectory never sums to more
thanπ radians, that optimal trajectories of classTCWor
TCCWhave at most three segments, and that optimal tra-
jectories of classZRandZL have at most 5 segments. This
gives us a finite enumeration of a reduced set of extremals
that still includes all optimal trajectories.

We can reduce the number of cases by employing
symmetries developed by Souères, Boissonnat, and Lau-
mond [4, 5].

The symmetries are summarized in Figure 4. Letτ be an
extremal trajectory fromq = (x, y, θ) to the origin. Then
there are seven other trajectories, obtained by applying one
or more of three transformations defined below. Geometri-
cally, the transformations reflect the plane across the origin
or across one of three other lines: thex-axis, a line∆θ at
angle(π + θs)/2, or the line∆⊥θ at angleθs/2.

The three transformations are:

• Let τ1(τ) be the trajectory obtained by switching the
directions of straights, i.e. switching⇓ and⇑. Let
T1([x, y, θ]) = [−x,−y, θ]. τ is optimal fromq if
and only ifτ1(τ) is optimal fromT1(q).

• Let τ2(τ) be the trajectory obtained by reversing the
order of the segments. LetT2([x, y, θ]) = [x′, y′, θ]
where[x′, y′] = Rot(θ)[x,−y]. τ is optimal fromq
if and only if τ2(τ) is optimal fromT2(q).

Figure 4: Given an optimal trajectory from “base” with
headingθs to the origin with headingθg = 0, transforma-
tionsT1,T2, andT3 yield up to seven other optimal trajec-
tories symmetric to the original. symmetries.



• Let τ3(τ) be the trajectory obtained by switching the
directions of turns, i.e. switchingy andx. Let
T3([x, y, θ]) = [x,−y,−θ]. τ is optimal fromq if
and only ifτ3(τ) is optimal fromT3(q).

It is evident from the definitions that each transformation
is its own inverse, and that the three transformations com-
mute. For any given base trajectory, the transformations
yield up to seven different symmetric trajectories. The re-
sult is that all optimal trajectories fall in one of 9 symmetry
classes.

base T1 T2 T2 ◦ T1

A. ⇑x⇓y⇑ ⇓x⇑y⇓ ⇑y⇓x⇑ ⇓y⇑x⇓
B. x⇓y⇑ x⇑y⇓ ⇑y⇓x ⇓y⇑x
C. ⇓y⇑ ⇑y⇓ ⇑y⇓ ⇓y⇑
D. ⇑xπ⇓ ⇓xπ⇑ ⇓xπ⇑ ⇑xπ⇓
E. y⇓y y⇑y y⇓y y⇑y
F. x⇓y x⇑y y⇓x y⇑x
G. ⇓y ⇑y y⇓ y⇑
H. ⇓ ⇑ ⇓ ⇑
I. y y y y

T3 T3 ◦ T1 T3 ◦ T2 T3 ◦ T2 ◦ T1

A. ⇑y⇓x⇑ ⇓y⇑x⇓ ⇑x⇓y⇑ ⇓x⇑y⇓
B. y⇓x⇑ y⇑x⇓ ⇑x⇓y ⇓x⇑y
C. ⇓x⇑ ⇑x⇓ ⇑x⇓ ⇓x⇑
D. ⇑y−π⇓ ⇓y−π⇑ ⇓y−π⇑ ⇑y−π⇓
E. x⇓x x⇑x x⇓x x⇑x
F. y⇓x y⇑x x⇓y x⇑y
G. ⇓x ⇑x x⇓ x⇑
H. ⇓ ⇑ ⇓ ⇑
I. x x x x

We can analyze all types of trajectories by analyzing just
one type from each of the nine classes, and then applying
the transformationsT1, T2, T3 to obtain the other members
of the class. The number of cases can be further reduced by
noticing that classes D, G, H, and I can be treated as degen-
erate or limiting cases of classes B, C, E, and F. Class A,
consisting of five-segment trajectories that are optimal only
when θs = θg, is also easily analyzed as it only occurs
when two different members of class B are valid. Thus
we have obtained a reduced set of extremal trajectories,
which still includes all optimal trajectories, which can be
analyzed by considering just four cases.

7 Summary and Conclusion.

This paper analyzed the bounded velocity differential drive
model using Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle. The Maxi-
mum Principle provides an elegant geomtric program that

generates all optimal trajectories. Further necessary con-
ditions and the use of symmetries reduces the number of
cases to just four.
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